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Abstract—In this cyber age, the job market has been rapidly transforming and being digitalized. Submitting a paper-based curriculum vitae (CV) nowadays does not grant a job seeker a high employability rate. This paper calls for attention on the creation of mobile Curriculum Vitae or m-CV (http://m-curriculumvitae.blogspot.com), a sample of an individual CV developed using weblog, which can enhance the job hunter especially fresh graduate’s higher marketability rate. This study is designed to identify the perceptions held by Malaysian university students regarding m-CV grounded on a modified Technology Acceptance Model (TAM). It measures the strength and the direction of relationships among three major variables – Perceived Ease of Use (PEOU), Perceived Usefulness (PU) and Behavioral Intention (BI) to use. The finding shows that university students generally accepted adopting m-CV since they perceived m-CV to be more useful rather than easy to use. Additionally, this study has confirmed TAM to be a useful theoretical model in helping to understand and explain the behavioral intention to use Web 2.0 application-weblog publishing their CV. The result of the study has underlined another significant positive value of using weblog to create personal CV. Further research of m-CV has been highlighted in this paper.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In this digital age, plenty of business operations and services have been shifting to Web-based and mobile platform. Online business and e-services are the global current trend and become so popular in this decade. The only reason for this phenomenon is they can be accessed via Internet by using various mobile devices at anytime and anywhere. Hence, the job market is also changing rapidly [1].

Since 1980s, all fresh graduates who applied jobs have been required to submit their CV employers [2]. CV can be simply defined as a document prepared by a job applicant, which consists of an individual’s record of education background, qualifications, and previous occupations, which will be sent to employer for a job application [3]. Perhaps, many of the old rules used in preparing a good CV are not appropriate anymore [1]. According to Thistlethwaite, CV is the story of the applicant life. It also provides narrative explanation why an applicant should be offered the chosen job or certainly call for an interview [4]. Although the traditional CV is still being practiced until today, due to the revolution of ICT such as the Internet and Communication Technology (ICT), the self-marketing strategy is now shifting gears; a new format of CV presentation has been proposed as a supplement of traditional CV, namely digital CV [5] or online CV [6].

II. MOBILE CURRICULUM VITAE (M-CV)

Fortune magazine reported that “23,000 new weblogs are created every day – or about one every three seconds” [7]. With this data, it is not surprising about the immense potential of weblog because it may provide a dynamic force in business field. Giving its flexibility structure, its applications are not limited to publish personal experience for sharing information, but also it has been widely used as a medium for advertisement. Based on these supportive reasons, this paper calls for attention on the use of weblog to create an individual CV that can accessed via various types of mobile devices such as smart phones, tablet PCs and net books.

Mobile Curriculum Vitae or m-CV (http://m-curriculumvitae.blogspot.com) is a sample of a personalised web-based CV offering people a more effective and attractive way of CV writing, editing, and presentation. It is developed on Blogger.com that the CV can be displayed in both web and mobile views. m-CV is ultimately useful for the fresh graduates who want to enhance their marketability in today’s competitive market. By adopting m-CV, the users can print or view the CV via Internet using various handheld devices. Fig. 1 depicts the screen shot of m-CV in Web view format while Fig. 2 shows the screen shot of m-CV in mobile view format.

Besides, personal computers, laptops or tablet PCs have been replacing type-writers, which are mostly found at home to write, edit, and present individual CV in a more convenient and time-consuming way. Since a well-prepared CV enhances the chances of graduates in getting an interview [2, 8], this highlights the significant touch of IT towards the new generations. Thus, the m-CV can be an alternative since it allows user to publish a CV online that comes with rich multimedia elements. Furthermore, it can be viewed by potential employer or recruiters who are looking for the right candidate [9].
III. PROBLEM STATEMENT

In today’s competitive job-seeking environment, there is no other better way for university graduates to show their qualifications and experience to their future employers through the use of CV. Therefore, preparing a well-crafted CV is still vital [10]. Furthermore, employers receive many applications for any open positions at one time. Nevertheless, due to the shortage of open positions, many fresh graduates are facing challenges in landing themselves in their dream jobs. Only those who are able to present themselves in the best light during the application and interview process might have higher chance to be offered a position in a well-established company. A traditional CV fails to highlight the candidates’ strength, skills and achievement effectively [9]. Thus, new graduates are unable to sell and present themselves in an interactive way in order to impress the employer. Creating a winning CV is always a difficult process for most new graduates [10], it is our concern how to help the job seeker to prepare a digital web-based CV that highlights qualifications that will make one person standing out from the crowd; hence, it will boost up the marketability rate.
IV. PURPOSE

The objectives of the research are as follows:
1. To identify whether there is a positive and significant relationship between students’ Perceived Ease of Use (PEOU) and Perceived Usefulness (PU) of using m-CV;
2. To identify whether there is a positive and significant relationship between students’ Perceived Usefulness (PU) and Behavioral Intention (BI) to use m-CV; and
3. To identify whether there is a positive and significant relationship between students’ Perceived Ease of Use (PEOU) and Behavioral Intention (BI) to use m-CV.

V. RESEARCH QUESTIONS

The three research questions addressed in the study are as follows:

RQ1. Is there a positive and significant relationship between students’ PEOU and PU of using m-CV?
RQ2. Is there a positive and significant relationship between students’ PU and BI to use m-CV?
RQ3. Is there a positive and significant relationship between students’ PEOU and BI to use m-CV?

VI. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Curriculum Vitae

A research team at Universidade de Aveiro has developed an online CV system, which enables users to have an up-to-date CV available always for use anywhere [6]. It used XML for creating CV data storage system. In the year 2005, Galdino and Gotway [5] proposed the digital CV for radiologists to illustrate their accomplishments in the field of medicine. As compared to printed CV, the digital CV incorporates a full-length of articles, animations, images and video clips. Besides, it also turns up to be a better way to solve misrepresentation issue—the reliability and accuracy of information provided in the CVs of medical students, residents, and fellows. The digital CV can be composed in four formats: (1) a CD-ROM or DVD-ROM that contains separate files of articles (PDF or word processing documents), presentations or video clips as an adjunct to a printed CV; (2) a CV in a word processing document (or PDF) with embedded links to articles, presentations, or video clips; (3) an HTML file (viewed using a browser) displayed locally via a CD-ROM or other media or displayed remotely via the Internet; and (4) an advanced composition using a program such as Macromedia Flash or Director, essentially a movie production of a CV. Each of every one of these formats has its advantages and limitations [5].

B. Weblogs

With the release of Bloggers (www.blogger.com) in August 1999, a free virtual online web space for individuals to do posting on any topics arose. It is noticed that the number of weblogs is increasing rapidly [11]. Besides linear text, other features like images, photos, animations, videos, as well as adding links to the written contents are also allowed. Blogs are found to be one of the powerful interactive writing tools, which enable the bloggers to frequently update their personal journals. The blogger can choose whether they want to do one-way communication only or offer interaction space for the others to comment. Compared to creating a conventional website, blog has become a choice for many people because:

a) to publish on blogs is simple because the provided tools are user friendly, and it requires short learning time to master it as to compare to create websites using HTML editors;
b) bloggers need to focus on posting contents, not much on designing and creating blog page; and
c) blogs offer various added facilities for the use of bloggers [12].

Therefore, creating a m-CV using weblog as the developing platform is the perfect choice.

C. Technology Acceptance Model

Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) introduced by Davis in 1989 has been widely used for modelling users’ attitude including student acceptance of new technology system. TAM is used to explain the general determinants of technology acceptance. Perceived Ease of Use (PEOU), Perceived Usefulness (PU), and Behavioural Intention (BI) to use are among the three major variables that are capable of explaining user actual system use behaviour [13]. Besides investigating the relationships among the TAM variables, this study also seeks to measure university students’ acceptance of m-CV. Therefore, to understand students’ acceptance of this innovation, the study adapted TAM model as the conceptual framework as shown in Fig. 3 [17]. It focuses on three main variables: PEOU, PU and BI to use m-CV. The simplified TAM model has been applied in previous studies [14, 15, 16]. These studies applied simplified TAM to explore the university students’ acceptance towards the use of weblogs as a journal writing tool in English as a Second Language (ESL) writing classrooms. It was reported that simplified TAM is suitable to be adopted in educational context to predict technology acceptance prior to users having or without any hands-on experience using the technology.

Based on the conceptual framework used in the study, three hypotheses are formulated as follows:

H1. There is a positive and significant relationship between Perceived Ease of Use (PEOU) and Perceived Usefulness (PU) of using m-CV;
H2. There is a positive and significant relationship between Perceived Usefulness (PU) and Behavioral Intention (BI) to use m-CV; and
H3. There is a positive and significant relationship between Perceived Ease of Use (PEOU) and Behavioral Intention (BI) to use m-CV.
VII. METHODOLOGY

m-CV was first introduced to all semester 5 and above diploma students of Universiti Teknologi MARA (UiTM), Penang Campus, Malaysia on 19 March 2011 during a ‘Career Talk’ seminar. The targeted students were going to graduate next year; therefore, this one-day seminar was held to guide them with the job interview and CV writing. Besides, it aimed to help students in planning their career path, develop their self-confidence and motivate their interest for a specific career ambition. During the seminar, two-hour session was allocated to present the new concept of m-CV. It is a showcase of m-CV by the creator without touching on the developmental process of m-CV. In other words, a formal training on creating m-CV is yet to be offered to the students. Questionnaires were distributed to all students before reaching the end of the session.

Data examining respondents’ attitudes was collected using self-reported questionnaire. A 23-item questionnaire namely Mobile Curriculum Vitae (http://m-curriculumvitae.blogspot.com) Acceptance Questionnaire adapted from TAM model was designed for the purpose of this study. Fifteen items measured respondents’ PU, PEOU, and BI to use m-CV. Four-point Likert scale was used in the questionnaire to measure the strength of an opinion (1=strongly disagree, 2=disagree, 3=agree, and 4=strongly agree). The rest of the items are related to the students’ demographic information such as gender, age, and academic program. Of the 200 students attended the Career Talk Seminar, 191 completed the optional survey with a response rate of 96%. The general demographics of the participants for gender show that 90 participants were female (47.6%) and 99 participants were male (52.4%), and 2 participants did not indicate their gender in the survey form. The mean age of the sample was 21.5 years old. The distribution of students according to study program was as follows: (a) Diploma in Mechanical Engineering (21%), (b) Diploma in Electrical Engineering (13%), (c) Diploma in Chemical Engineering (8%), (d) Diploma in Civil Engineering (5%), (e) Diploma in Culinary Arts (28%), (f) Diploma in Hotel Management (14%), (g) Diploma in Food Service Management (8%), and (h) Diploma in Tourism Management (3%).

Descriptive statistics (means and standard deviations) for each item, with the Cronbach alpha coefficients for the three variables under TAM constructs are presented in Table I. Cronbach alpha coefficient (α) is referred as an index of reliability in this study. By taking a closer look at the mean and the standard deviation values, in all cases the mean lies between 2.8 and 3.15. This indicates that the level of agreement achieves above the middle of the scale spectrum, while the standard deviation in each cases is relatively low, ranging between 0.298 and 0.566. As shown in Table I, PEOU consisted of 5 items and achieved α = .801, while PU consisted of 5 items and yielded α = 0.646. Besides, BI consisted of 5 items and reached α = 0.831. It has been reported that the index of reliabilities less than .60 are considered to be poor; those in the .70 range are acceptable; and those over 0.8 are good in most survey research [18]. Here, it is noticeable that all the three variables under TAM construct appeared to have a sufficient degree of reliability since each computed statistic is above .60 [19].

Correlation analysis was used to test the hypotheses. It examined students’ perception about m-CV through measuring the strength and the direction of relationships among three variables – PEOU, PU and BI. Their relationships were explained using Pearson Product Moment Correlation.

VIII. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

In this study, m-CV has been proposed as a new way of CV presentation instead of using the traditional CV in paper
format. In order to find out whether this innovation can be in favor among the students who may deploy this technology in future, according to TAM, two user beliefs – PEOU and PU are the primary and secondary determinants that will constitute the users’ BI of using this new technology. Therefore, the relationships between PEOU, PU and BI become the core study of this paper. The correlation coefficients between PEOU, PU, and BI in this study are depicted in Table II.

**TABLE II: CORRELATION MATRIX FOR PEOU, PU, AND BI**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Perceived Ease of Use</th>
<th>Perceived Usefulness</th>
<th>Behavioral Intention to Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Ease of Use</td>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.516(<strong>)  .465(</strong>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. (1-tailed)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.000  .000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>191  191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Usefulness</td>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>.516(**)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. (1-tailed)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.713(**)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>191  191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavioral Intention to Use</td>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>.465(**)</td>
<td>.713(**)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. (1-tailed)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>191  191</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (1-tailed).**

Pearson product moment correlation statistics was used to show the relationship between PEOU and PU. There is a positive correlation between PEOU and PU (r=0.516, p<.01) at the significant level of one per cent. Since there is a positive and significant relationship that exists between PEOU and PU, the first hypothesis is fail to be rejected - There is a positive and significant relationship between Perceived Ease of Use (PEOU) and Perceived Usefulness (PU) of using m-CV. Thus, the result indicates that although it is just a showcase of m-CV without hand-on exposure, the subjects had already in mind that m-CV was easy to use which enhanced the PEOU on PU. We can rationalize that using weblog to create m-CV is easy. This can be explained that setting up a weblog needs not any programming knowledge [12].

As shown in Table II, there is a strong positive correlation between PU and BI (r=0.713, p<.01) at the significant level of one per cent. Based on the existence of the positive and significant relationship between PU and BI, the second hypothesis is fail to be rejected - There is a positive and significant relationship between Perceived Usefulness (PU) and Behavioral Intention (BI) to use m-CV. This result suggests that although the respondents did not obtain any hands-on experience on creating m-CV, a real association existed between the two variables – PU and BI. The result denotes that the subjects discovered the usefulness of m-CV, which directly increased their intention to use m-CV.

Lastly, PEOU is moderately associated with BI (r= 0.465, p<.01) at the significant level of one per cent. Hence, based on the positive and significant relationship between PEOU and BI, the third hypothesis is fail to be rejected - There is a positive and significant relationship between Perceived Ease of Use (PEOU) and Behavioral Intention (BI) to use m-CV. Perhaps, with the support of hands-on-training on how to create own m-CV, more respondents will find m-CV is easy to use [16]. However, the moderate association between PEOU and BI suggests that m-CV had been found easy to use that the genuine relationship between PEOU and BI was strengthened.

Fig. 4 helps to conceptualize the relationship between the PEOU, PU, and BI, which emerged from the data analysis process. The result is based on the simplified TAM that shows the underlying factors of the acceptance of m-CV among Malaysian university students.

![Fig. 4 Results of hypotheses testing](image)

**IX. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS**

This study makes an important contribution to user acceptance of m-CV. The findings enable higher education institutions to better way in preparing higher marketability graduates. This can be achieved by implementing the correct module to guide the students towards getting their dream jobs – creating m-CV. The training on how to create personal m-CV can further help to improve the job related soft skills. m-CV is expected to have a great potential to provide many benefits to job seekers. Employers will be impressed with applicants who are able to present themselves in an appealing manner; thus, this will rise to the top of the applicant pool. With the highlight of creativity, innovation, and ICT savvy, the applicant with m-CV will earn extra credit compared to the applicant with paper format CV.

There is ample opportunity to further research in the area of m-CV. This paper primary focused on the acceptance of m-CV among Malaysian university students. A further implication of this study could be investigating the acceptance of m-CV from the employers’ perspective. This could provide an extension of the technology acceptance model in terms of the use of m-CV technology. Additionally, a quantitative study could be undertaken for a wider range of population sample. This could determine the implication of m-CV on a wider scale and enforce the validity of the study. Some areas for further research are:

- What are the factors affecting user acceptance of m-CV from employers’ point of view?
• How does training and other supportive elements impact on the acceptance of m-CV?
• What are the patterns of user acceptance of m-CV on a global scale in other countries and regions?
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